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RASC Edmonton Centre Contact Information see also http://edmontonrasc.com/public/councilcontacts.html

Mailing address RASC Edmonton Centre On the web http://edmontonrasc.com
788, 10301 104 St. http://www.facebook.com
Edmonton, AB, T5J 1B9 https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
Canada

Observing Deck 780-452-9100 x2249

Stardust submissions: Submit articles by email to the editor (see above). Submission deadline is the 2nd Sunday
before the monthly meeting. Meeting dates are on the following page. Any standard document format is fine (MSOffice,
OpenOffice, LibreOffice, AbiWord,) but plain text is preferred. Do not try to layout and format your article; your labour
will only be discarded. Graphics may be submitted as separate files, and clearly identified; indicate references to them
within the text. Do not consider your article successfully submitted until you receive a confirmation email from the editor.
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Council Positions Name email @ edmontonrasc.com

Honourary President Doug Hube

President Ross Sinclair president

Past President Peter Hall past_president

Vice President Luca Vanzella vice_president

General Secretary Kent Martens secretary

Treasurer Jay Lavender treasurer

National Council Representative

National Council Representative

Public Education Director Geoff Robertson public_education

Fundraising Coordinator Franklin Loehde fundraising_coord

Councillor Orla Aaquist councillors

Councillor Clayton Knoll councillors

Councillor Sharon Morsink councillors

Councillor Lance Taylor councillors

Councillor John Woolley councillors

Internal Communications Officer Michael Ward internal_communications

Observing Group Director Larry Wood observing_group

Membership Secretary Massimo Torri membership

New Member Advisor Murray Paulson new_member_advisor

Appointed Officers

Stardust Editor Michael Ward editor

Web Site Coordinator Luca Vanzella webmaster

Library Coordinator Justin Wondga library

Archive Liaison Roxy Garstad archive

Equipment Director Ross Sinclair equipment

Other Positions

Light Pollution Abatement Chair Bruce McCurdy lightpollution

Telescope Rentals Orla Aaquist rentals

Outreach Coordinator Dave Robinson outreach

SkyScan Liaison Dave Cleary skyscan

Dark Sky Preserve Coordinator Sherrilyn Jahrig dsp.coordinator

https://twitter.com/EdmontonRASC
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=22717338932
http://edmontonrasc.com/
http://edmontonrasc.com/public/councilcontacts.html


Upcoming Events, Meetings, and Deadlines

Regular Meetings are held monthly (see below) from September
to June at 7:30pm in Telus World of Science, 11211 – 142 St.

Admission is free, and everyone is welcome to attend, member 
or not. Follow the signs from the main entrance.

Observers meetings are held monthly (see below) at Boston 
Pizza, 10543 – 124 St. Contact the observing_group @ 
edmontonrasc.com for details.

Council meetings are held monthly (see below) from September 
to May at 7:15 in the 5th floor observatory of the CCIS  *   Building   
on the U of A campus. Any RASC Edmonton member may 
attend.

* Centennial Centre for Interdisciplinary Science

MEETINGS 2013 – 2014

Edmonton Area Astronomy Discussions: astro@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca
To subscribe, send a blank email to: astro-request@mailman. srv. ualberta. ca 
with the subject line: subscribe

The above mailing list is completely independent and is not associated with RASC Edmonton Centre in any way. 

SLOOH Survey for RASC members 

For those members that have used our Centre account or their own personal account to take pictures from the telescopes on the Canary
Islands and/or Chile when it was operating, I would like to hear from you so as to assess the potential and existing uses for our broader
memberships and others affiliated with us. 

You can reach me, Franklin Loehde, at franklinloehde @ yahoo dot com
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2013 Regular Council Observers New Moon Full Moon Blackfoot
September 9 23 16 5 19 6-7
October 21* 28 23* 4 18 4-5
November 18* 25 18 3 17 1-2,29-30
December 9 - 16 2 17 27-28

2014
January 13 27 20 1,30 15 24-25
February 10 24 17 - 14 21-22
March 10 24 17 1,30 16 28-29
April 14 28 16 29 15 25-26
May 12 26 19 28 14 23-24
June 9 - 16 27 12 27-28
- summer -
September 8 22 15 24 8 26-27
October 20 27 15 23 8 24-25
November 10 24 17 22 6 21-22
December 8 - 15 21 6 19-20

http://www.campusmap.ualberta.ca/
http://www.campusmap.ualberta.ca/
http://www.campusmap.ualberta.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Boston-Pizza-Glenora/463747183652384
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Boston-Pizza-Glenora/463747183652384
http://www.telusworldofscienceedmonton.com/


President's Report by Ross Sinclair

Hello All

Here I sit writing this tonight, November 13, 2013 with my
window open listening to the traffic go by in the RAIN!! Right!
There's no such thing as climate change!

The last month has been busy to say the least. Many RASC
Edmonton types attended the Jasper Dark Sky Festival  in late
October and had a pretty good weekend. The Friday night was
great for observing with the public enjoying some great views of
the  stars  of  the  sky;  numbers  were  estimated  around  two
hundred.  Saturday night,  unfortunately, was clouded/rained out
but we still  got  to walk around a superbly decorated Pyramid
Island and see much of  the work put into the  event.  Tourism
Jasper sent  us  a  nice  thank you letter  which is  posted on the
website along with a couple pictures of the event. Have a look
here  for  those.  Stay  tuned  for  volunteer  information  on  next
year's  event  which  features  Chris  Hadfield  as  the  keynote
speaker.

We had three outreach events this month on a smaller scale.
Members involved with these events were Clayton Knoll, Linda

Mahoney,  John  Woolley,  Keith  Jackson,  and  Kent  Martens.
These events took place at Campers Village, a local church, and
at the George Pegg Gardens a little north of Onoway. Thank you
to the members who stepped forward to help out with these. I'm
sure the people who attended them were thrilled with the chance
to see and touch things up close, have many questions answered,
and get to learn some totally new stuff about the sky!

This  is  also  budget  month  for  council.  Executive  put
together the basics over the last couple weeks and council has
been  chewing  on  a  few  details  with  the  final  discussion  and
passing the of the 2014 budget to happen at the November 25
meeting. We have had many requests come forward with respect
to dollars so some tough decisions will need to be made. Stay
tuned for  the  details  as  they'll  be  posted on the  website  once
ready.

Short one this month - too much to do!

That's all for November. Take care all and keep looking up!

Public Observing at the Jasper Dark Sky Festival by Bruce McCurdy

Close to 20 RASC volunteers attended Jasper National Park
the weekend of October 25-27 to help out with the third annual
Jasper Dark Sky Festival. Two public observing sessions were
scheduled,  on  the  beach  at  Lake  Annette  on  Friday  and  at
Pyramid Island on Saturday. Unfortunately the latter was rained
out, however the sky was very good indeed on Friday, especially
for the three hours of the public session. 

Shuttles started arriving at 19:00, and overall we had several
hundred people, all of whom really wanted to be there – the best
type of audience. As folks awaited the deepening twilight we had
an excellent pass of ISS, always a great kick-off since everybody
is 100% sure to see it. I found myself down near the lake front,
surrounded by a goodly number of people. Unlike the majority of
RASCals  further  ashore  who  had  brought  telescopes,  my  gig
involved a constellation pointer,  the underlying message being
“you don’t need a telescope to do astronomy”. 

The only tiny disappointment was that darn mountain to the
south  west  of  the  lake  was  obstructing  the  view  of  Venus,
moreover my illudium Q-36 explosive space modulator was on
the fritz. 

We  watched  the  brighter  stars  pop  out,  &  once  the  Big
Dipper & Polaris  were readily  visible  we were  on our way. I
spoke confidently about where the Milky Way would gradually
appear, a rare opportunity given I usually give such spiels at the
Observatory  where  our  home  galaxy  is  ever  fogged  out.  I
addressed that matter in passing, you can be sure, but mostly I
just allowed my heart to be lifted as the Milky Way emerged in
all its glory.

Andromeda  Galaxy  was  a  favourite  target  which  was
requested by more than one newcomer to the scene. It was cool
to tell folks to make sure to look through at least one scope at
M31, & among other things to look for the dust lanes. At that I

pointed out the Cygnus Rift, easily visible to the unaided eye of
course.  The  sense  of  being  inside  one  galaxy  and outside  the
other seemed profound. 

Time and again I  pointed out the Northern Cross/Cygnus,
and as the evening went along a few folks piped up that they had
already seen Albireo in a scope, and generally exclaimed about
its duality & its beauty. For some reason, none of them could
quite pick out its companion by eye, a nice demonstration of the
value  of  a  telescope.  (The  theme  wasn’t  “you  should  do
astronomy without a telescope”, just that you can.) 

Later, I pointed out how to use the trailing leg of Perseus to
find the Pleiades, and commented that “we just need to wait for
that mountain to rotate out of the way!” Folks laughed but one
could sense a couple of people “getting it”, and when the Seven
Sisters did indeed roll into view over the crest of the mountain
scant minutes later, the point was brought home. 

The conversation wandered all over the place from types of
stars  and  deep  sky  objects  to  constellations  and  lore,  from
astrobiology and exoplanets to more arcane things like distances
and  even  coordinate  systems  and  magnitudes.  My  goodness,
that’s not the half of it. My favourite time was a bit later in the
evening when I engaged a mother & her college-age son for a
while; at first she was plying me with questions while he stood
quietly & listened, but once I finally got him to open up a bit he
just pelted me with questions and observations of his own. The
thing that finally pulled him in was a discussion about impending
collision between Milky Way and Andromeda. He really got into
stuff like computer  modelling of  galactic collisions and visual
evidence thereof. Eventually it was the mom who got cold and
pulled him away, but before he left I told him to google “Arp
Catalog” and have fun. So one just never knows where the entry
point might lie, but I got a strong feeling that young fellow may
have crossed a personal event horizon in that 20 or 30 minutes or
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whatever it was. 

Eventually the last buses headed out, just around the time
that the cirrus that had been first seen rippling in from the west a
little  while  earlier  had  begun  to  compromise  the  sky.  Soon

enough thereafter, folks started to tear down and head out. 

Thanks to all the RASCals who helped out. I think it’s safe
to conclude that the several hundred visitors who came out to
Lake Annette had an excellent time of it. I know I did. 

Kitt Peak Observatory by Sharon Morsink

Recent hype about the comets infected me, so we packed up
our camping gear and drove from Tucson Arizona to Organ Pipe
Cactus National Monument. This National monument is a 3 hour
drive  south  west  of  Tucson  and  practically  on  the  Mexican
border  and  seemed like  a  good  dark  sky  site  with  interesting
desert  hiking  during  the  daytime.  The  Moon  was  waxing
gibbous, so the comet-viewing attempts took place very early in
the morning after the Moon set, around 4am. I managed to view
comet Lovejoy using binoculars, but wasn't able to see the other
comets. My photos of Lovejoy don't look like much, so I won't
show them here. In a couple of weeks when the Moon is in a
better phase, I'll be trying for the comets again.

On the drive home from the comet camping trip, we decided
to drop in to Kitt Peak National Observatory to go on a daytime
tour of a telescope. They have daytime tours for three of their
instruments:  the  gigantic  McMath-Pierce  Solar  telescope,  the
historic 2.1m telescope, and the 4m Mayall telescope. When we
arrived the tour available was for the 4m telescope, so off we
went!

Just  outside  the  visitor's  centre,  they  have  a  couple  of
sundials. I  really liked the spherical glass sundial (Figure 1 –
cover photo).  This sundial  projects an image of the Sun onto
frosted glass. From the photo, you can see that the time is 1:30
pm, time for  the  tour  to  start.  The  tour  was given  by  a  very
knowledgeable  docent  named  Bill  who  is  a  retired  optical
scientist.  He  first  told  us  some  interesting  stories  about  the
history of the Kitt Peak Observatory, how the site was chosen
and how it was constructed. We then walked to the 4m Mayall
telescope. As he warned us, the walk was uphill both ways. It
was not a very difficult walk, but if you have trouble walking

uphill this tour might not be for you. Along the way we passed
by the two "Spacewatch" telescopes (see  Figure 2) which are
used to search for asteroids that are potential Earth impactors. In
Figure 3, we see the 2.3m Bok telescope in the foreground, and
the 4m Mayall telescope in the background at the top of the hill.
As we walked up the hill we got some wonderful views including
some telescopes, including a radio telescope on the lower part of
the hill (Figure 4).

Inside the telescope dome we got  a view of the telescope
from behind glass (see  Figure 5). The primary mirror is in the
white  spacepod-like  structure  surrounded  by  the  blue  steering
and support structure. If you take a look at the ladders, you can
get a feeling for the scale of this telescope. This is the telescope
that Vera Rubin used to measure the rotation speed of stars in
spiral galaxies. The fact that the stars at the edges of the galaxies
rotate as fast as ones closer to the centre was first observational
evidence  for  dark  matter.  After  looking  at  the  telescope,  we
visited the observation platform on the telescope and looked over
the mountain. As you can see from the picture (Figure 6) there
are about 20 telescopes on Kitt Peak. The view from this point is
fabulous!

I really enjoyed the tour and recommend it or one of their
other tours if you happen to be in the neighbourhood. The tour
lasted  1.5  hours  and  cost  about  $8.  You  can  see  all  three
telescopes  for  not  much  more.  They  also  have  free  solar
observing (which we were too late for), and you can go on your
own  walking  tour  of  the  mountain.  They  also  have  evening
observing sessions which have to be booked long in advance. I
will be attending one of these in the near future, and will report
on it in a future Stardust issue.

Figure 6
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Figure 2 Figure 5

Figure 4
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Figure 3
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